a n a ly s i s Recent therapeutic successes have renewed interest in drug combinations, but experimental screening approaches are costly and often identify only small numbers of synergistic combinations. The DREAM consortium launched an open challenge to foster the development of in silico methods to computationally rank 91 compound pairs, from the most synergistic to the most antagonistic, based on gene-expression profiles of human B cells treated with individual compounds at multiple time points and concentrations. Using scoring metrics based on experimental dose-response curves, we assessed 32 methods (31 community-generated approaches and SynGen), four of which performed significantly better than random guessing. We highlight similarities between the methods. Although the accuracy of predictions was not optimal, we find that computational prediction of compound-pair activity is possible, and that community challenges can be useful to advance the field of in silico compound-synergy prediction.
Recent therapeutic successes have renewed interest in drug combinations, but experimental screening approaches are costly and often identify only small numbers of synergistic combinations. The DREAM consortium launched an open challenge to foster the development of in silico methods to computationally rank 91 compound pairs, from the most synergistic to the most antagonistic, based on gene-expression profiles of human B cells treated with individual compounds at multiple time points and concentrations. Using scoring metrics based on experimental dose-response curves, we assessed 32 methods (31 community-generated approaches and SynGen), four of which performed significantly better than random guessing. We highlight similarities between the methods. Although the accuracy of predictions was not optimal, we find that computational prediction of compound-pair activity is possible, and that community challenges can be useful to advance the field of in silico compound-synergy prediction.
Recent success in the study of synergistic combinations, such as the use of CHK1 inhibitors in combination with several DNA damaging agents 1 or of the PARP inhibitor olaparib in combination with the PI3K inhibitor BKM120 (ref. 2) , have generated significant interest in the systematic screening of compound pairs to identify synergistic pairs for combination therapy. Compound synergy can be measured by multiple endpoints, including reducing or delaying the development of resistance to treatment 3 (for instance by abrogating the emergence of resistant clones [4] [5] [6] ), improving overall survival 7, 8 or lowering toxicity by decreasing individual compound dose 9 . Similarly, at the molecular level, synergistic interactions can be implemented by several distinct mechanisms. For instance, a compound may sensitize cells to another compound by regulating its absorption and distribution, modulating the cell's growth properties 10 , inhibiting compound degradation 11 , inhibiting pathways that induce resistance 6 or reducing the other compound's toxicity 12 . When used in combination, two compounds may elicit one of three distinct responses: (i) additive, when the combined effect is equivalent to the sum of the independent effects; (ii) synergistic, when the combined effect is greater than additive; and (iii) antagonistic, when the combined effect is smaller than additive. The goal of combination therapy is thus to attain a synergistic or at least an additive yet complementary effect.
Most approaches to identify synergistic compound pairs are still exploratory 13, 14 . In cancer research, synergy assays are usually performed by treating cell lines in vitro with all possible compound combinations from a diverse library or with candidate combinations selected on the basis of mechanistic principles. Unfortunately, such experimental screens impose severe limits on the practical size of compound diversity libraries. Computational methods to predict compound synergy can potentially complement high-throughput synergy screens, but the few that have been published lack rigorous experimental validation or are appropriate only for compounds that modulate well-studied molecular pathways 15 or that are equivalent to previously established combinations 16 . Current algorithms are not generalizable to arbitrary compound combinations unless molecular profile data following compound-pair treatment are available 17 , which is clearly impractical. Thus, there is a need for new methods to predict compound synergy from molecular profiles of single compound activity, as well as for assays designed to objectively and systematically evaluate the accuracy and specificity of such predictions.
To address this issue, the DREAM Challenges initiative (an effort run by a community of researchers that poses fundamental questions in systems biology and translational science in the form of crowdsourced challenges), in collaboration with the National Cancer Institute, organized a community-based challenge to systematically and objectively test methods to computationally predict compoundpair activity in human B cells. Challenge participants were asked to rank 91 compound pairs (all pairs of 14 compounds) from the most synergistic to the most antagonistic in the OCI-LY3 human diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) cell line ( Fig. 1) , based on the gene expression profiles of cells perturbed with the individual compounds. Predictions were then evaluated against an experimentally assessed gold standard, generated by systematic evaluation of compound-pair synergy in vitro. This data set was originally intended to experimentally validate the SynGen algorithm, which we introduce for the first time in this paper. However, we chose to first give the community the opportunity to develop in silico methods for synergy predictions. Therefore, we also evaluated SynGen, which, by introducing original ideas of synergy prediction, complements the 31 methods that participated in the DREAM challenge.
We present a comparative blind-assessment of all 31 methods submitted to the DREAM Challenge as well as a nonblind assessment of SynGen. Comparative analyses suggest that some de novo, in silico compound synergy prediction methods can achieve a performance that is statistically significantly better than random guessing. Moreover, integrating the methods can further increase performance. Although these results are encouraging, there is still much room for performance improvement.
RESULTS

Summary of data set and challenge
Participants were provided with (i) dose-response curves for viability of OCI-LY3 cells following perturbation with 14 distinct compounds (Supplementary File 1) , including DMSO as a control media, (ii) gene expression profiles (GEP) in triplicates of the same cells untreated (baseline) and at 6 h, 12 h and 24 h following perturbation with each of the 14 compounds, and (iii) the previously reported 18 baseline genetic profile of the OCI-LY3 cell line (Fig. 1) . Two compound concentrations were used, including the compound's IC 20 (concentration of drug needed to kill 20% of cells) at 24 h and the compound's IC 20 at 48 h, as assessed from nine-point titration curves. Any additional baseline data from the literature or experimental assays were considered admissible in the challenge, but direct measurement of compound synergy, even in limited format, was expressly prohibited.
Challenge participation required ranking each of the 91 compound pairs from most synergistic to most antagonistic.
The 31 predictions submitted to this challenge showed considerable diversity in the methods and data used ( Table 1 and Supplementary  Table 1 ). This reflects the lack of standard approaches for predicting compound-pair activity from transcriptomic data and the lack of training data (that is, pairs of compounds known to be synergistic or nonsynergistic), intentionally preventing use of established machine learning methods. Despite broad methodological diversity, of the 31 teams, 10 based their predictions on the hypothesis that compounds with higher transcriptional profile similarity (different similarity definitions were used) were more likely to be synergistic (similarity hypothesis). In contrast, eight teams assumed the opposite (dissimilarity hypothesis). The remaining teams either used a combination of similarity and dissimilarity hypotheses (combination hypothesis, n = 4) or used more complex hypotheses (n = 9). Only two teams made explicit use of OCI-LY3 genetic profiles, suggesting either that genomic data are deemed not useful to this analysis or that their use in predicting compound synergy is not yet developed. Finally, 12 teams relied only on provided information, whereas the others used additional literature information, such as generic pathway knowledge, compound structure or targets, and substrates of these compounds.
Performance evaluation
To objectively evaluate challenge submissions, we generated a gold-standard data set based on the experimental assessment of OCI-LY3 cell viability for the 91 compound pairs used in the challenge, at 60 h. The joint compound-pair activity was estimated using excess over Bliss (EOB) (Supplementary Fig. 1 ), which determines whether the combined effect of two compounds is significantly greater or smaller than the naive (independent) combination of their individual effects. These activity estimates were used to rank all pairs from most synergistic to most antagonistic (Supplementary Table 2) .
Predictions were scored using a modified version of the concordance index 19 called the probabilistic concordance-index (PC-index, Supplementary Note 1). This metric quantifies the concordance between the ranking of compound pairs in the gold standard (Fig. 2a) and the predicted ranking in each submission, accounting for experimental measurement errors in the estimation of the EOB, that is, it estimates the average fraction of compound pairs, over all experimental replicates, ranked correctly when rankings of pairs of a n a ly s i s compound pairs are compared with their respective experimental rank. Other methods such as concordance index or correlation assume no ambiguity in the observed ranks. However, experimental noise causes uncertainty in ranking compound pairs, thus making these methods unsuitable for scoring the predictions. Source code for the PC-index can be found in Supplementary Software 1.
Of 31 predictions (SynGen was evaluated separately as it was developed by one of the Challenge organizers and therefore it 0.56495 Designed a geometric-based score using the number of significant DEGs, the number of common DEGs between two compounds, the correlation between their gene expression profile and the dose-response curve. 0.48988 Estimated the similarity between compound pairs using DEG's and pathway information and combined this similarity with dose-response curves.
GPDA 29 a 0.42992 Linear interpolation between two dose points on dose-response curve using similarity between each compound pair, calculated by overlap of DEGs.
GPDA
Complex synergistic relationship 10 a 0.52974 Used expression of genes, identified from the public dataset whose expression are correlated with overall survival, to predict cell viability. 
GPA
All methods are categorized into four groups based on distinct hypotheses used by various teams. G, gene expression profile; A, additional information not provided in the challenge; D, dose-response curve; P, pathway.
a Detailed method description is available in the Supplementary Note 2. The summary reported in this table was obtained directly from the participants. npg a n a ly s i s did not participate in the Challenge on the same terms as the other 31 methods), three methods (DIGRE, IUPUI_CCBB and DPST) produced predictions that were statistically significant at a conservative false-discovery rate threshold (FDR = 0.05) (Fig. 2b) . Independent of whether these methods may help in planning large synergy screens, this suggests that compound synergy prediction is possible. Furthermore, our challenge-based blind assessment of these methods' performance provides a realistic and effective baseline for further methodological development. We found little obvious association between method performance and data utilization ( Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Only use of gene expression profiles at 24 h following treatment showed a minimal effect on performance (Supplementary Fig. 2 ). However, this trend was not statistically significant and additional data will be required to evaluate it. Additionally, distinct hypotheses used by the teams may have had an influence on performance ( Supplementary Fig. 3 and Table 1 ). For instance, teams using similarity or combination hypotheses achieved overall a higher PC-index compared to other teams using other hypotheses. However, these differences are not statistically significant and are reported here for completeness.
To test performance consistency, we scored each prediction using a second metric (resampled Spearman correlation). Both metrics yielded virtually identical performance evaluation (correlation r = 0.99), with only small differences in rank for a few methods that did not perform better than random (Supplementary Fig. 4) . The robustness of the prediction ranking was tested by removing one compound at a time from the set and considering the remaining 13 compounds (leave-one-out). This analysis revealed that the predictions from two best-performing methods consistently ranked in the top 5 across each of the 14 different rankings obtained by removing each compound, suggesting that their predictions are only weakly biased by any specific drug selection ( Fig. 2c and Supplementary  Fig. 5 ). The remaining methods showed much greater variation in their performance.
Best performing methods
The best performing method, DIGRE (drug-induced genomic residual effect) hypothesizes that when cells are sequentially treated with two compounds, the transcriptional changes induced by the first contribute to the effect of the second (Fig. 3a) . This is consistent with the observation that sequential drug administration affects outcome 20, 21 . Thus, although compounds were administered simultaneously in the experimental assays, the algorithm models synergy sequentially. DIGRE implements three major steps. The first step involves comparing transcriptional changes following individual compound treatment to derive a compound-pair similarity score. This is obtained, first, by overlapping differentially expressed genes after treatment with the two compounds with eight cell growth-related KEGG pathways (focused view), and second, by considering genes upstream of the differentially expressed genes in 32 cancer-relevant KEGG pathways (global view). In the second step, the effects of compound-induced transcriptional changes on cell survival are approximated using a compound similarity score r, defined as:
, assuming that samples were treated first with compound A (where ′ suggested primary treatment) followed by compound B (Fig. 3b) . Here, f B+A′ represents the cell viability reduction after B treatment, following the transcriptional changes induced by A, r is the compound-pair similarity score, f B is the viability reduction after B treatment, and f 2B is the viability reduction for a double dose of B, estimated from the doseresponse curve. The final step introduces a combined score defined npg a n a ly s i s
where f A is the viability reduction after A treatment. Finally, the fraction of dead cells Z, also defined as synergistic score, is estimated as the average between the two possible sequential orders of treatment (Supplementary Note 2) . Our analyses suggest that the following factors contribute to DIGRE performance ( Fig. 3c): (i) the hypothesis that compound synergy is at least partially due to compound-induced transcriptomic residual effects, which are the transcriptional changes induced by the first compound that contribute to the cell inhibition effect of both compounds; (ii) using explicit mathematical models to quantify the relationships between transcriptomic changes and compound synergy (i.e., analysis of compound-induced transcriptomic residual effects and compound similarity score); (iii) using information from the full dose-response curve instead of just the IC 20 data; (iv) incorporating pathway information (focused view) and gene-gene interactions (global view) to measure similarity between transcriptomic changes induced by different compounds; and (v) using external data sets to optimize pathway selection and model parameters. When each of these factors was systematically removed from the analysis, the algorithm performance decreased. In particular, the residual effect hypothesis is critical as its removal completely abrogates the algorithm's predictive power (Supplementary Note 2 and Supplementary Fig. 6 ).
The second-best-performing method (IUPUI_CCBB) hypothesized that the activity of a compound can be estimated from its effect on the genes that are significantly differentially expressed following treatment with highly toxic compounds versus control media. Compound synergy or antagonism is then determined by computing whether the effect of two compounds on this set of genes is concordant or discordant, by means of a compound-pair interaction score.
For methods that are not based on machine learning and cannot thus rely on positive and negative examples, performance is determined by how well they model the underlying biology of the process. As such, the best-performing algorithms exploited the doseresponse curve, the concept that one compound may have a faster pharmacodynamics than the other, and also the fact that synergy was estimated by excess over Bliss additivity. Further information about all participating methods and the source codes for the DIGRE and IUPUI_CCBB methods can be found in Supplementary Note 2 and Supplementary Software 2 and 3.
Community-based methods Participants used quite distinct computational strategies resulting in at least partially statistically independent predictions that may be complementary. This suggests that their integration may outperform individual methods. Similar integrative methods have been successful in a variety of biological challenges, such as predicting the disorder of proteins 22 , identifying monoamine oxidase inhibitors 23 , inferring gene regulation 24 , and in cancer prognostics 25 and diagnostics 26 .
To test the predictive power of integrative approaches, we divided the gold standard data set into three subsets (S1, S2 and S3). S1 was used to sort the methods from best to worst performers, S2 for determining how many of the top-performing methods should be integrated to achieve optimal performance, and S3 for determining the final performance of the best individual and best integrative methods independent of training bias, thus avoiding overfitting. This provides a practical approach to implement multimethod integration as a crowdsourcing activity. Based on 1,000 distinct S1, S2 and S3 splits, we found that integrative methods consistently and significantly outperformed the best single methods obtained from S1 (P ≤ 10 −36 , by Wilcoxon rank sum test, Fig. 4a ) in more than 75% of splits ( Supplementary  Fig. 7) . When using only single best method's performance (ordered according to set S1), average integrative performance (when evaluated independently in both set S2 and S3) peaked at ~7% improvement, when the first seven methods were integrated, and decreased monotonically when more than seven methods were used (Fig. 4b) . When also selecting the optimal number of methods (based on evaluations in S2), integration of the first 4-6 methods, on average, produced the best result (Supplementary Fig. 8) . Critically, challenge submissions were evaluated using the full 91 compound-pair set, whereas predictive power of the crowdsourcing approach was evaluated using only a third of these (i.e., 30 compound pairs). This consideration should be taken into account when comparing the PC-index in Figures 2b and 4 . npg a n a ly s i s Such an increase in performance when integrating disparate methods has been called the "wisdom of crowds" 24 .
Methods' advantages and limitations
Because multimetric evaluation provides a broader assessment of a method's bias and value 27 , we used two additional metrics, sensitivity versus specificity (ROC) analysis and precision/sensitivity analysis, for performance assessment. The first is a threshold-free metric designed to assess a method's tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity in predicting synergistic or antagonistic combinations, whereas the second tests how precise in predicting the intended pairs the methods are at a specific cutoff. If we choose the cutoff to be the number of pairs of interest (that is, the number of synergistic and antagonistic pairs when studying synergy and antagonism, respectively), then precision coincides with sensitivity. We first defined a criterion and identified 16 synergistic and 36 antagonistic compound pairs (Fig. 5a) . We then evaluated the sensitivity versus specificity tradeoff using the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) 28 independently for synergistic and antagonistic compound pairs (Supplementary Fig. 9 ), resulting in distinct rankings. Based on AUC ranking, DIGRE was the best algorithm for antagonistic pair prediction and the fourth for synergistic ones. Conversely, the second team was the best performer in predicting synergistic pairs but did not perform well on antagonistic ones (Fig. 5b) . Using the ROCs, we could also compute the statistical significance of the difference in performance of any two methods using the Hanley-McNeil method. This was done separately for synergistic and antagonistic compound pairs. We considered method A to outperform method B if its ROC-based performance was statistically significantly better, either in predicting antagonism or synergy (P ≤ 0.05). This analysis revealed no statistically significant differences in the direct performance comparison of the top methods (Supplementary Fig. 10 ) but confirmed that the top three methods were statistically significantly better than the others.
We performed precision/sensitivity analysis by selecting the top 16 and the bottom 36 predictions from each method (Online Methods). Using this metric, the fifth overall best method and DIGRE were the best at predicting synergistic and antagonistic combinations, respectively (Fig. 5c) . When a similar analysis was performed to test for the misclassification rate (i.e., synergistic pairs predicted as antagonistic and vice versa), we found that DIGRE's misclassification rate was very low, despite their weak performance in predicting synergistic pairs ( Supplementary Fig. 11) ; that is, although the algorithm was not effective at identifying synergistic pairs, it virtually never misclassified a synergistic pair as antagonistic and vice versa (they were misclassified as additive). Across these metrics, the methods' hypotheses had a trending effect on predicting synergy (methods using a similarity hypothesis trended to have better sensitivity, Supplementary Fig. 12a ) based on precision/sensitivity analysis but hardly any effect on predicting antagonism (Supplementary Fig. 12b ), suggesting that hypotheses needed to correctly predict synergy and antagonism may be different. We need more extensive studies to confirm if such a trend generalizes.
As we did for the PC-index, we also evaluated the performance of aggregating predictions by various methods using these metrics to test "wisdom of crowds." Due to the limited number of synergistic (16) and antagonistic (36) compound pairs, we could not divide the gold standard data set into three subsets (S1, S2 and S3) to train and evaluate the performance of aggregating predictions by various methods on these metrics. Therefore, we used the training outcome based on the PC-index used in the previous section and averaged the performance of the optimized number of top-performing methods according to S2 across 1,000 partitions to determine the average precision and AUC metrics to test "wisdom of crowds." Similar to the PC-index, average integrated performance of the top seven methods (when evaluated in S3) showed 14% and 7% improvement in AUC for predicting synergistic and antagonistic compound pairs, respectively, compared to only single-best method's performance (ordered according to set S1). Results showed that "wisdom of crowds" results in high and consistent performance across all metrics, further supporting the notion of integrative strategies in scientific research. Indeed, no individual method outperformed the others across all metrics, suggesting that multiple hypotheses may need to be combined to globally address context-dependent compound synergy and antagonism. In particular, although several methods (Fig. 5c) were clearly statistically significant in predicting compound synergy, overall sensitivity was relatively modest (the highest being 37.5% (P ≤ 0.02), compared to 17.6% by random selection, Fig. 5c ). Performance using "wisdom of crowds" did especially well, achieving greater than 46% sensitivity for synergy and 51% for antagonism, suggesting that methods for in silico assessment of compound synergy are starting to achieve predictive value.
The SynGen algorithm
The experimental data set was originally intended to validate SynGen, a method explicitly designed to predict synergy and not antagonism. Following on results from several publications 6, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , SynGen assumes that the activity of the Master Regulators (MRs) of a specific cellular showing the performance of ensemble models and single best model, inferred from over 1,000 different three-set splits (S1/S2/S3) of the 91 drug pairs in the challenge. The first set S1 was used to determine an order of performance. The second set S2 was used to choose the optimal number of top methods to aggregate to attain best performance of the aggregate. Finally, the last set S3, which was not used to choose the order of aggregation or the optimal number of predictions to aggregate, was used to determine the performance of the best method (according to set S1) and of the "wisdom of crowds" aggregate. The latter is consistently better than the former. (b) Average and standard error over the 1,000 splits shown in a of the PC-index as computed in set S3 of individual teams (blue) and aggregates of the top-performing teams (red). The order of the teams in the x axis was determined according to set S1, but the performance was evaluated in set S3. The gray solid line represents random performance. Error bar represents the s.e.m. of the PC-index. a n a ly s i s phenotype, as inferred by the Master Regulator Inference algorithm MARINa 29, 30 , is essential for cell viability (akin to oncogene addiction 34 ). MRs are defined as regulators that are causally necessary and sufficient for the maintenance of a phenotype-specific gene expression signature. Thus, perturbations that either (i) abrogate the activity pattern of cell state MRs or (ii) activate MRs of cell death phenotypes, as also inferred by MARINa, may induce loss of cell viability. Based on this hypothesis, SynGen first infers relevant MR patterns for OCI-LY3 cell death and cell state and then identifies compounds that are most complementary in inducing the former and abrogating the latter (Supplementary Note 2) . Two signatures used for MR inference were (i) a 'cell death' signature based on GEP following perturbation by the 14 compounds at 24 h, which induce appreciable toxicity levels (IC 20 ); and (ii) a 'cell addiction' signature, associated with the activated B-cell subtype of DLBCL cells (which include OCI-LY3) versus germinal center B-cell subtype, as we have shown that MRs of tumor subtype elicit addiction 30 . The latter signature was computed using publically available GEPs 35 for germinal center B-cell subtype cell lines (OCI-LY1, OCI-LY7, OCI-LY8, OCI-LY18 and SUDHL5) and for the activated B-cell subtype line OCI-LY3. SynGen then predicted synergistic compound combinations by selecting the compound pairs that are most complementary in implementing or abrogating these MR patterns, respectively. SynGen predicted synergistic compound pairs with high sensitivity (56%, P ≤ 0.001). However, its ability to predict the full compound-pair ranking was not statistically significant, as the algorithm was not designed to predict compound antagonism. Source code for the SynGen algorithm can be found in Supplementary Software 4.
Compound-and cell-dependent bias
To analyze whether specific compound categories are more likely to elicit synergy or antagonism, and whether successful predictions were biased toward specific compounds, we ranked all compounds using the area under recall curve, AURC, for their specific combinations (Supplementary Fig. 13 ). High AURCs indicate compound proclivity toward synergy, whereas low AURCs indicate antagonism. Analysis of gold standard data suggests that pleiotropic compounds, exhibiting significant polypharmacology, such as H-7 and mitomycin C, were enriched in synergistic pairs. Conversely, compounds with more targeted mechanisms, such as rapamycin and blebbistatin, were least synergistic. Finally, to determine whether synergy or antagonism is a universal property of the compound pairs or is context specific, we performed additional experiments to assess synergistic activity for 142 compound pairs in MCF7 breast cancer cells and LNCaP prostate cancer cells and compared them (Supplementary Table 3) . npg a n a ly s i s
The analysis revealed no significant correlation between compound pairs ranked from the most synergistic to the most antagonistic (ρ = -0.06, P = 0.45, Supplementary Fig. 14) . This shows that synergy and antagonism are highly context specific and are thus not universal properties of the compounds' chemical, structural or substrate information. As a result, predictive methods that account for the genetics and regulatory architecture of the context will become increasingly relevant to generalize results across multiple contexts.
DISCUSSION
This challenge provides a systematic and comparative evaluation of compound synergy and antagonism prediction methods based on blind experimental data. There are at least four reasons supporting the value and significance of this effort. First, although there are no previous experimentally validated efforts to predict synergy or antagonism of arbitrary compound pairs from single-compound perturbation data, our analysis shows that several laboratories have developed methodologies whose predictive ability is significantly better than random. Second, synergy and antagonism emerge as strongly context-dependent compound-pair properties. Thus, the value of synergy prediction methods is even more relevant, as experimental high-throughput synergy screen results cannot be generalized from one cellular context to others. Third, despite a complete lack of publications and established methodologies in this area, 31 teams from more than 13 countries participated in the challenge, thus effectively creating major interest in this field that over the long run is likely to further enhance our abilities to predict compound synergy and antagonism. Fourth, we established rigorous evaluation metrics for the assessment of synergy and antagonism prediction methods, thus allowing identification of three individual methods whose predictions significantly outperformed random guessing. Although it is premature to claim that these advances will have an immediate and dramatic impact on the design of high-throughput screening assays for compound synergy assessment, the top-performing methods identified by this challenge already provide substantial potential reductions of the search space, suggesting that further improvements may increase the practical value of these techniques. For instance, the best-performing synergy-prediction method would have allowed screening only half of the compound combinations without missing any synergistic pair ( Supplementary  Fig. 15) . Furthermore, many large-scale data sets representing individual compound perturbations are being generated and put in the public domain, such as those generated by the Library of Integrated Network-based Cellular Signatures (LINCS), which produced over 300,000 gene expression profiles following single-compound perturbations across multiple cell lines. It is reasonable to expect that availability of these data sets will lead to additional advances in the predictive power of these methods.
Introduction of additional, more specific metrics suggests that different methods did not score consistently across all of them, and that none of the methods is effective in predicting both synergy and antagonism. This suggests that the specific hypotheses used to predict synergy may not necessarily apply to antagonism prediction, and vice versa. This further suggests a valuable path for approaches that integrate different hypotheses for synergy, additivity and antagonism.
Even though the SynGen method, for which the data were originally generated, was highly effective in predicting compound synergy with higher sensitivity than other methods, its validation followed the more common procedure of prediction followed by evaluation against experimental data. However, despite the fact that SynGen is not based on machine learning methods that may be trained from experimental data, one cannot absolutely rule out potential overfitting. As such, direct comparison of SynGen's performance to the community-submitted algorithms is not appropriate and was deliberately avoided in this manuscript.
Our analysis also suggested that compounds exhibiting significant polypharmacology were enriched in synergistic pairs, whereas compounds with targeted mechanisms were more likely antagonistic. This may be due to the increase in the probability of modulating specific synergistic genetic dependencies in the cell, when using polypharmacology compounds 36, 37 . Thus, these experimental assays provide an initial basis to guide future development of rational methodologies for the study of synergistic compound combinations in ABC-DLBCL lymphomas, providing further insight about relevant pathways that may be exploited in synergy experiments.
Despite these advances, there is ample room for both algorithm and evaluation metric improvements. For instance, none of the methods achieved near-optimal predictive power. Indeed, even though this challenge shows that current methodologies can perform significantly better than chance, there is still a large gap between ground truth (PCindex = 0.90) and the best prediction algorithms (PC index = 0.61). Methodological improvements are thus still required and could be achieved by several approaches, including (i) testing additional or more complex hypotheses about the mechanistic basis for compound synergy; (ii) generating larger perturbational profile data sets, for instance, using more concentrations and time points, to assess both early and late response to compound perturbation; (iii) exploring methodologies that better exploit the time-dependent nature of perturbational profiles; (iv) measuring complementary, contextspecific molecular profiles, such as proteomic and epigenomic landscapes, to perform cross-data modality integrative analyses; (v) further integrating different methods within a unified framework; and (vi) addressing synergy, additivity and antagonism using distinct conceptual frameworks and hypotheses.
Compound synergy and antagonism were assessed only at the IC 20 concentration of individual compound, using the excess over Bliss additivity. In future challenges, however, synergy may need to be tested over a wider range of concentrations and using additional methodologies (e.g., isobolograms). Results from gold standard data and predictions from top teams suggests that while designing new synergy experiments, it is important to make a larger selection of mechanistically diverse small molecules (targeted and pleiotropic) to compensate for the small number of potentially synergistic pathways.
Our findings suggest that DREAM challenges can provide a valuable mechanism to accelerate the development of predictive models for combination therapy, by providing an objective platform for the identification of model strengths and limitations through unbiased evaluations of model performance.
METhODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper.
Accession codes. Data provided to all participants in this challenge can be downloaded from http://www.the-dream-project.org/challenges/ nci-dream-drug-sensitivity-prediction-challenge. Raw CEL files for gene expression profiles are in GEO: GSE51068. . We compute a Spearman correlation between these new sampled EOB values and the predicted EOB ranks to generate scorr rand . We repeat this step 10,000 times creating 10,000 different scorr rand and finally calculate an average over all 10,000 scorr rand to assign a final score, scorr, to each participant.
P-value estimation.
We assessed the statistical significance of scores generated by both probabilistic c-index and resampled Spearman correlation methods by assigning a P-value to each score. To compute a P-value we generated 10,000 random predictions and scored them independently using PC-index and scorr resulting in the generation of an empirical null distribution (PC-index null and scorr null ). We used this empirical null distribution to estimate P-values for each participant, which are calculated as the fraction of scores in the null distribution higher than the participant's score Leave-one-out test. To ensure that participant ranktings were robust, we calculated a score for each participant by systematically removing one compound and considering 13 compounds for scoring and assigning them new ranks. This resulted in 14 different tests for each participant, each after removing one of the 14 compounds. In the end each team was assigned 14 ranks based on its performance using the remaining 13 compounds.
AUC and precision/sensitivity analyses. We estimated the significance of predicting synergistic and antagonistic compound pairs using the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC), which was called the sensitivity versus specificity analysis in the main text. To compute the AUC for synergistic predictions, first we sort the predictions of each participant from the most to the least synergistic (predicted list). Second, from the gold standard, we define the compound pairs that are synergistic and antagonistic. To identify such compound pairs we computed the signal to noise ratio (snr) of each compound pair, defined as the ratio of the mean excess over Bliss (EOB) over the s.e.m. of EOB. We defined any compound pair as synergistic if its mean EOB was positive and its snr is greater than 2, which yielded 16 synergistic compound pairs. Similarly, a compound pair is defined to be antagonistic if its EOB is negative and its snr is greater than 2, yielding 36 antagonistic compound pairs. The rest of the pairs are considered to be additive. From the predicted list, we select the top i predictions and calculate the true positive rate (TPR i ) and false-positive rate (FPR i ). To estimate the TPR i and FPR i , we calculate the number of true positives (TP i ), defined as the number of correct synergistic pairs in the top i predictions, the number of false positives (FP i ), defined as number of false synergistic predictions in the top i predictions, the number of true negatives (TN i ), defined as the number of correct nonsynergistic compound pairs predicted below the top i predictions and the number of false negatives (FN i ), defined as the number of synergistic compound pairs predicted below the top i predictions. 
